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BO-KAAP

The current legal battle between the Muslim 
residents of the Bo-Kaap and the developers of 
an 18-storey apartment block is just one of many 
that have been fought in this historic low-rise 
Cape Town neighbourhood. 

South Africa’s largest concentration of early 1800s 
architecture sits on prime land on the slopes of Signal 
Hill, just minutes from the city centre. “Bo-Kaap” means 
“above the Cape” and due to its elevated position, some 
of the best views of the city can be enjoyed from the 
area. These distinctive flat-roofed, single-storey homes 
were mainly built for and by liberated slaves and political 
exiles from the former Dutch colonies of the East. Their 
descendants now own these houses. 

The Bo-Kaap has a unique story. In 1950, the apartheid 
government passed the Group Areas Act enforcing 
segregation of different races. Under this brutal policy, 
overcrowded stretches of lively but lowly turf, such as 
District Six and Sophiatown, were bulldozed and their 
residents moved to land well outside the cities.

In an ironic turn of events, however, an Afrikaner – ID 
du Plessis, Secretary for Coloured Affairs in the apartheid 
government – spearheaded a successful campaign to 
preserve what would become known as the Malay Quarter, 
a name recently changed to Bo-Kaap. 

A writer, poet and head of the then Institute of Malay 
Studies at the University of Cape Town, Du Plessis argued 
in his 1944 book The Cape Malays (Maskew Miller) that this 
was an unusual and special community. He pointed out that 
these people had inhabited the area for nearly 200 years and 
should be allowed to remain there, keeping their cultural, 
religious and social practices intact, chatting on their stoeps 
and watching their children play in the street. Because of the 
“charm that time bestowed”, restoring the crumbling houses 
would attract tourists. 

How right he proved to be, especially when residents 
began painting these lovely, mainly Georgian-style homes in 
rainbow colours. 

The end of apartheid meant that houses in the 
area became available to all races, and the threat of 
gentrification emerged. More affluent residents upgraded 
the properties, increasing their value and leading to 
higher rates and taxes. The rich began to replace the poor.

The proliferation of heritage-insensitive  
commercial construction projects became an added  

and growing menace. 
Osman Shaboodien, the feisty and indomitable head 

of the Bo-Kaap Civic & Ratepayers Association, says that 
instead of acting as protectors of the Bo-Kaap’s irreplaceable 
legacy, the City Council persists in greenlighting the 
development of grossly over-scaled monoliths that tower 
over these small houses in their narrow cobbled streets. 

“A recently passed municipal bylaw gives developers  
a free hand to build wherever they want. When we go  
to court, facing their large teams of lawyers and experts, 
the odds are stacked against us. Still, I believe the mere 
fact of us saying ‘No’ to these developments shows at  
least that the community is not taking this sitting 
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down,” says Shaboodien. 
It’s an ongoing struggle, says Bilqees Baker, one of the 

local walking-tour guides: “We fight a lonely battle year 
after year against huge heritage-insensitive developments 
that get the go-ahead just because they have ‘legal rights 
to do so’.  I find it very scary to think that the precedents 
set with buildings these this will eventually cause the loss  
of this historic cultural enclave.”  

Like many Bo-Kaap residents, Baker is involved in 
tourism that’s sustainable, generates employment and  
has a low impact on the local environment and culture.  

Auwal Mosque As long as you’re with a 
guide and take your shoes off, even female 
non-Muslims are welcome in South Africa’s 
oldest Muslim prayer space: Auwal Mosque 
on Dorp Street. The mosque was established 
in 1794  by former Robben Island political 
prisoner Tuan Guru on a property bequeathed 
to the community by the remarkable Saartjie van 
de Kaap, the daughter of a freed slave. Her will 
stated that there should be a mosque there for as 
long as Muslims lived in the Cape. 

Tana Baru Cemetery Tana Baru means “new 
ground” and it was here in 1805, on a piece of 
land overlooking the city, now known as the Tana 
Baru Cemetery, that Muslims were finally given 

permission to bury their dead. They included Tuan 
Guru and two other prominent Imams. When the 
cemetery was closed after an 1886 smallpox 
epidemic, the community marched in protest and 
buried a child there. It was the cemetery’s last 
burial. Recently upgraded, this hallowed turf is 
visited by tourists of all religions.

Cape Malay cooking classes Faldela Tolker 
is a tiny woman with a mischievous sense of 
humour, who teaches guests – from two to 15 at 
a time – to roll dough for rotis, measure spices for 
curry and fold pastry for samoosas. Afterwards, 
they enjoy these traditional Malay dishes in the 
kitchen of Tolker’s small purple house in Wale 
Street. Email: faldelatolker@gmail.com

Spices galore Bo-Kaap cooks get their spices 
from Atlas Trading, the Wale Street store that’s 
been run by members of the Ahmed family 
for seven decades. Tourists from around the 
world visit the store to stock up on spices, 
beans, lentils, rice, dried fruit, nuts and other 
ingredients of delicious Cape Malay cuisine. 

Cape Malay dining Gandhi’s grandsons  
are just two of the visitors who have enjoyed 
spicy Malay treats and the glorious view of 
Table Mountain in the spacious glass-enclosed 
Bo-Kaap Kombuis restaurant owned by Yusuf 
and Nazli Larney. The older Biesmillah in  
Wale Street is Bo-Kaap’s other, more famous 
halaal restaurant.

It provides a vital source of much-needed income. 
“The colourful homes that are a part of every 

tourism brochure are the initial attraction. But behind 
the colourful walls are families struggling to find 
employment,” she says. Many are garment manufacturers 
who lost their jobs when the hard reality of cheaper 
imports began shutting down local factories. Now they 
host Cape Malay cooking classes in their homes, serve 
meals there and even host tourists for overnight stays. 

Baker says it’s a pity that tour-operated buses stop for  
such a short time. “These tourists miss out on what Bo-Kaap 
is really about. Tourists on walking tours experience its 
sights, smells and tastes.” 

Mishkah Bassadien is a Bo-Kaap resident who recently 
did her Master’s degree on the effects of gentrification 
and sustainable tourism on the Bo-Kaap. She believes 
sustainable cultural tourism development needs to be 
spearheaded by community leaders. “They should own, 
manage and protect cultural resources on behalf of their 
community. We cannot prevent gentrification from 
happening, but we can manage it as a community, working 

together and mobilising key stakeholders in the city and 
the Bo-Kaap.

“Bo-Kaap has evolved into an iconic cultural destination 
in South Africa. It contributes to a large percentage of Cape 
Town’s tourism GDP. These are the most photographed 
residential streets in Cape Town. Tourists try to capture the 
magnetic appeal of the Bo-Kaap – something that depends 
on authenticity. Development harms the delicate social 
fabric of any community. The enigma of the Bo-Kaap could 
disappear through tourism mismanagement.”

With her non-profit company, The Bo-Kaap Helpers, she 
has launched projects that include a community garden 
initiative, and she’s planning more youth ventures “that 
uplift the culinary and physical heritage of the community 
without the harmful effects of foreign development of 
communal spaces”, says Bassadien.

Not that foreign investment here is always detrimental. 
In Rose Street, on the edge of the Bo-Kaap, Frenchman 
Yoann Nicolas and his Durban-born wife Adheera 
Bodasing have operated La Rose Bed & Breakfast for 10 
years. Its colourful spaces perfectly capture the feel of the 
area. “Development is not a problem if it’s in keeping with 
the area’s unique historical character,” says Nicolas. “But it’s 
the city’s job to look after that heritage, especially when we 
see how they sell the Bo-Kaap to tourists. We must control 
change by embracing it and having the community drive it.” 

Another resident, restaurateur Yusuf Larney, has a 
philosophical viewpoint. Unfazed by the block of flats going 
up next to his Bo-Kaap Kombuis, he says: “In Islam we 
believe in destiny. Whatever is due to you, nobody can take 
from you. When I bought this building I knew someone 
would build next door. You can’t stop development.”

“We cannot prevent gentrification from 
happening, but we can manage it as 
a community, working together and 
mobilising key stakeholders in the city 
and the Bo-Kaap.”
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I’m standing opposite Rose Corner Café, 
where the phrases “tahini seed pulp” and 
“sumac spice” are hand-painted onto its 
burnt orange façade and a mural of a 
Cadbury’s bunny advertises a long-gone 
Easter. Next door is lipstick-pink Atlas 
Trading and, beside that, a building painted 
the fluorescent green of sherbet-filled apple 
lollipops. A grey-beige Hilton Hotel towers 
above the row of bright businesses, calling 
to mind another, duller world, where my 
Loop Street apartment just a few blocks 
away is becoming gradually less tangible.

I follow a woman’s directions down a 
narrow lane, past a tiny corner shop with 
ice-cream wrappers I don’t recognise  
stuck onto a cardboard sign outside. A few 
metres on, her voice comes through my 
earphones again, bringing me back to  
the present.

“In the afternoons when schools close for 
the day, this is the lane most of the children 
traverse on their way home, so just watch the 
traffic if you’re walking here!” she says.

Sure enough, as if on cue, a pack of school 

boys squeezes its way through the lane.
The voice belongs to Shereen Habib, a 

lifelong Bo-Kaap resident whose eyes I’m 
borrowing for an hour or so. When leading 
walking tours in the area became too 
tiring for middle-aged Shereen, she started 
sharing her stories through VoiceMap, a 
local audio tour app that plays you her 
perspectives as you reach different GPS 
locations along a route.

 With Shereen’s Bo-Kaap audio guide 
(voicemap.me/tour/cape-town/bo-kaap-
walking-tour) in my pocket, I’m a tourist in 
my own city, but I’m also free to explore on 
my own. In the silences between her showing 
me how she sees this neighbourhood, I can 
lose myself for as long as I like.

A chubby boy of about eight wearing a 
white robe and a skull cap overtakes me as  
I make my way down the hill. Shereen 
chimes in: “In 1795, a man called Tuan 
Guru was released from Robben Island 
by the British, and he built the very first 
mosque in South Africa – the green one to 
your left as you leave the gate.”

That must be where the boy is headed.
Its worn, grey-green stones come into view 
before I realise that this is the origin of the 
call to prayer that wakes me each morning. 
Since living in the city centre, the muezzin’s 
song has become one of many ordinary 
sounds I hear each day, but occasionally 
it transports me back to my travels in the 
Middle East for a moment. I muse that it’s 
funny that I had to journey halfway across 
the world from the Cape Town suburb I grew 
up in to first hear a muezzin’s call.

I’m ambling up the hill again when my 
nose detects sandalwood incense. A sleeping 
dog lurks in the shade of a house – the kind 
of medium-sized brown mongrel you find 
all over developing Asia – and the uncanny 
sense of being somewhere else far, far away is 
upon me again.

Shereen points out the house on the hill 
where she was born, when her family’s was 
among the first buildings up there. Looking 
skyward, I see a clump of trees on Signal 
Hill, where a scattering of square, candy-
coloured homes, like giant Sugus sweets,  

A VILLAGE IN THE CITY
Rediscovering Cape Town’s Asian connections on an audio walk 

are dotted among the foliage.
“When we were teenagers, we always told 

my grandfather that we wanted to live in 
District Six where the action was, and we 
wanted to move because we felt like fools on 
the hill. And then he’d say, “One day you’ll 
see, you ungrateful little girls – the whole city 
will come up to you!”

I hear her smile.
Her voice leads me past a clump of 

banana trees that she planted as a girl many 
years ago, and through an archway with 
sepia-toned murals of historical Bo-Kaap 
scenes from the community’s archive. 

She tells me they were painted by an 
Iranian artist Shereen hosted during a visit 
to Cape Town.

I’m winding my way uphill again in this 
village in the city, where the doors to people’s 
homes stand open, sending the aroma of 
samoosas and other savoury treats wafting  
into the streets. Higher and higher I go,  
Table Mountain looming behind me – and 
higher still. The harbour comes into view, and 
I enjoy one of Shereen’s childhood memories.

“We didn’t have a city that gave off sound 
– only from what we called the Foreshore. 
When we’d sit on the stoep, we’d hear the 
sound of the train going chooka-chook 
chooka-chooka choo-choo-chooooo... And 
then the steamer would come in – lots of 
steamers, about three in a month. And 

you’d hear whoooo – you know, from these 
big chimneys! And we’d run down to the 
harbour. Chinese people would walk up 
the hill and my grandfather would trade 
with rooibos tea. They would give us dolls 
and little things, you know, tiny washing 
machines, and things you’d never see in Cape 
Town. We had the best toys!” she says.

I reach Tana Baru Cemetery, where 
Shereen tells me a Sufi saint called Tuan 
Guru, who was captured by the Dutch and 
sent to Robben Island, is buried.

Many people come to meditate here. 
You’ll see a cloth on the grave, it indicates 
that the man who’s buried here is more 
spiritually advanced than the people buried 
next to him.

I enter a dome-shaped shrine beyond the 
graves. “You can sit,” says a man in a low 
voice, gesturing to a bench on the edge of the 
small space. He spends a lot of time here, he 
tells me. For him, it’s a special, quiet place. 
When I say I’m from Cape Town he struggles 
to hide his surprise and, encouraged by my 
curiosity, tells me about another Sufi shrine 
not far away. We chat for a few minutes before 
he says goodbye and makes his way home.

Alone in the space, I linger a while. The 
stillness is palpable. Behind the central grave 
with its green cloth covering, a bunch of 
proteas and other fynbos has been arranged 
in a vase. A collection of Arabic texts hangs 
from the wall. 

I’ve been transported somewhere new, 
where the Cape Towns I know overlap with 
memories from other times and places. 
The low hum of a man’s voice reverberates 
through the shrine. It’s the call to prayer 
coming from the bottom of the hill. I rise  
and leave the cemetery.

The city is generously washed in a summer 
palette: the ocean below is an azure blue and 
behind me lies a majestic mountain backdrop 
of Indian indigo. The salt fragrance in the air 
is so subtle that it may only exist in my mind. 
I’m in Cape Town – above the Cape, literally: 
Bo-Kaap. It’s exactly where I’m supposed to 
be, I think, as the wind changes chord and 
then settles. 
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